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The call for good governance is more resounding than ever.
The COVID-19 pandemic has posed threats to our communities in many ways—the collapse of our public health system,
insecurity of livelihood and employment, heightened social inequalities, and various forms of disruptions of 'normalcy', among
others. Given the enormity of the problem, local government units and other local stakeholders have been vital in unraveling and
addressing these entangled issues. Many local leaders have been proactive and innovative in managing and responding to this
crisis. This pandemic has tested and will continue to test these leaders in the front lines.
In the midst of the call for good governance and effective leadership in these times of crisis, the Jesse Robredo Institute for
Leadership and Good Governance was launched, an e-learning platform that offer exclusive access to specialized and customized
courses on topics related to good governance, effective leadership, and public policy. The Institute aims:
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To pass on the important leadership principles and
good governance practices exemplified by the late
Sec. Jesse M. Robredo to aspiring leaders and
practitioners from different fields.
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To develop lasting networks among the cohort of
leaders for exchange and knowledge transfer
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To build a pool of experts and practitioners
advocating for good governance, effective
leadership, and inclusive policy-making who will
mentor leaders and stakeholders from different
sectors.
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To introduce concepts and practices of effective
leadership and governance to better respond to the
needs of the times

Our courses are designed to respond to our ever-changing environment.

Transform your leadership

Learn from fellow leaders.

Courses are anchored on developing
Courses will facilitate exchange of
and strengthening the students’
best practices featuring experienced
leadership capacities. Learn
leaders through round table
fundamental values and concepts of
discussions and intimate
effective leadership and good
conversations with the students. Learn
governance from our pool of experts. from their experiences and adopt best
practices in your own contexts.

Create lasting solutions.
Courses are designed to be
outcome-oriented. Develop
concrete and context-specific
solutions to community
problems through the principle
of people participation.

Be part of our growing cohort of diverse leaders.
Our courses cater to leaders of various backgrounds from the public, private, and development sectors. This diversity facilitates
and deepens the learning experience.
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Our pioneer courses.
Adaptive Leadership in Times of COVID-19 Crisis
Designed for leaders in the public and development sectors, the course aims
to introduce and contextualize the basic framework of Ronald Heifetz’
Adaptive Leadership to manage complex change and to navigate through
difficult community behavior and engagements in times of crisis, particularly
amidst the COVID 19 Pandemic. Focused on the application and
contextualization of these concepts, the course will feature exemplary
leaders who will share their experiences and best practices in addressing
technical and adaptive challenges posed by the COVID 19 crisis.

Building Smart and Green Cities and Towns in a
Post-Pandemic World
Designed for individuals from the public and private sectors who are
interested in creating sustainable and livable communities through an
interdisciplinary approach, the course will discuss both theory and practice
with emphasis on real life cases and problems that towns and cities face in
the period after the pandemic. This will touch on policy, innovation,
governance, design, politics, public finance and implementation challenges.

Building Pandemic-Resilient Communities
through Public Health Governance
Designed for local chief executives and local health leaders in responding to
health crisis such as the present COVID-19 pandemic, the course is geared
towards enhancing capacities of LGU officials to equip them with the
knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA) for good governance practices to
address strategic and systemic challenges in building resilient local health
systems that are able to provide responsive, sustainable, and equitable
public health programs and services.

From Purpose to Impact: Reflections and
Conversations about Public Service and
Leadership
Designed for leaders in the local government, the course aims to provide a
space and time for young public leaders to look back at their leadership
journey, using this reflection as an impetus to learning important
competencies that can deepen their commitment, and propel them to serve
their communities with greater impact.

The Jesse M. Robredo Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit organization that seeks to introduce and
perpetuate the legacy of genuine public service, good governance, and transformative
leadership of the late DILG Secretary Jesse Robredo.
Since its establishment in 2012, the Foundation has been committed to promoting
development and empowerment of local communities by embodying the principles of
accountability, transparency, and people empowerment. This is actualized through various
programs and services organized by JMRF its partners.
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